Report on 69th Independence Day Celebration

MVJCE celebrated 69th Independence Day in the college Campus. The students and staff members gathered in the college campus for flag hoisting ceremony. The principal, Dr. S Ramachandaran hoisted the national flag at 8:05 AM, 15 August 2015. Soon after the national anthem the gathering moved towards MVJCE auditorium.

The principal addressed the gathering. In his Independence Day message he elaborated on importance of patriotism and asked everyone to remember the sacrifice made by the martyrs of our nation. On the occasion he recognized and honored some staff who had served the nation in Indian defense by presenting mementos.

With the guidance of Ms. Naimunisa khan a patriotic cultural activity by theatre club and NSS Unit was organized. The cultural program included patriotic dance, song and a street play. The play about the life of a soldier by theater club was the highlight, making the audience proud to be Indians. In the end principal acknowledged the efforts taken by the NSS Unit, Sports department and the Theatre club of MVJCE in successfully organizing the event and presented them mementos. The event where over 1000 participants attended ended with the vote of thanks and distribution of sweets.
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Ex–Arm service man Mr. Sahu honored.  

Prof. Guptha, Retired Air Chief Commander.

Ex–service man Mr. Gowrishanker from Air Force.  

Mr. Murthy Staff of MVJCE from Armed force.
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‘Life of soldier’ Play by theater club
After the program principal had an interaction section with NSS volunteers. NSS program officer Prof. R. Muraihdhara explained in brief about the unit and its activities in the past. Principal had some message to be spread to the NSS volunteers, he gave some suggestion about the route map regarding what programs can be conducted, how can NSS volunteers do their bit to the society and many more thoughts was discussed.